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A B S T R A C T

Directional solidification, resulting in the development of columnar grains, is prevalent in laser-additive
manufacturing of metal parts. The addition of grain refiners or inoculants enables the control of the nucleation
process and columnar-to-equiaxed transition. In this study, we applied molecular dynamics simulations
to investigate the directional solidification in liquid copper inoculated with tungsten nanoparticles. The
interaction of the solidification front with inert nanoparticles resulted in either their engulfment in the Cu
matrix or their pinning by grain boundaries. Analysis of the forces acting on the nanoparticles and the
temperature field provides conditions for engulfment, determining the feasibility of copper matrix composites.
By global cooling reflecting the thermal dynamics characteristics of additive manufacturing, a columnar-
to-equiaxed transition can be captured at the nanoscale, with heterogeneous nucleation occurring at the
nanoparticle surfaces. The conditions for the onset of heterogeneous nucleation were assessed on the basis
of nanoparticle size and interpreted in terms of classical nucleation theory. Our results highlight the critical
role of W-nanoparticle wetting by Cu solid grains in increasing grain refinement efficiency and suppression of
columnar growth in additive manufacturing.
1. Introduction

Laser additive manufacturing is a layer-by-layer fabrication tech-
nique for metal parts with customized geometry, characterized by a
close connection between material, processing conditions, solidification
microstructure, and resulting part performance [1]. The high energy
density of a laser combined with the high thermal conductivity of
metals leads to the appearance of extreme temperature gradients across
the solid–liquid interface, leading to directional solidification and the
development of columnar grains. Such a type of microstructure is
undesirable because of the promotion of hot and cold cracking, which
also leads to anisotropic behavior and poor mechanical performance
of the fabricated parts. To achieve the columnar-to-equiaxed transition
during solidification, a specific cooling rate threshold must be reached
to achieve the degree of undercooling necessary for grain nucleation
to take place [2]. One method of controlling the nucleation process
at lower degrees of undercooling and achieving a fine, uniform (or
functionally graded) equiaxed grain structure without cracks is adding
to the melt grain refiners commonly in the form of nanoparticles made
of refractory materials [3,4]. If such nanoparticles have a tendency
to dissolve (and eventually melt due to size effects), heterogeneous
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nucleation is promoted without nanoparticles left in the matrix, leading
to the fabrication of functionally graded materials [5]. Otherwise,
nanoparticle-reinforced metal matrix composites are fabricated, with
the best mechanical performance achieved under a uniform distribu-
tion of nanoparticles throughout the material [6]. Such a uniform
distribution is defined by (1) the inoculation effect of nanoparticles,
i.e. their ability to promote grain nucleation before interaction with the
solidification front, and (2) by the interactions between nanoparticles
and the solidification front. In the latter, two situations can occur:
either the particle is engulfed/captured by the solidification front, or
it is pushed further by it. In both scenarios, the morphology of the
front is altered when it encounters a particle. The microstructure of the
solidified material will also differ significantly: the pushing of particles
results in a clustering/agglomeration effect, while the engulfment of
particles leads to their dispersion throughout the matrix. The critical
velocity of the solidification front leading to the engulfment/pushing
transition has been the subject of numerous studies, with a summary
of the phenomenological models provided in the work of Youssef
et al. [7].

In this work, we focus on the microscopic aspects of directional
solidification in copper with dispersed inclusions of W nanoparticles
vailable online 30 May 2024
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Table 1
Pure Cu properties calculated with the EAM interatomic potential [14] and compared with experimental values, ab initio values (*) at 0 K, or
Thermo-Calc data (**). Temperature-dependent parameters are evaluated at the Cu melting temperature 𝑇𝑚. †Cohesion energies are evaluated
at 0 K.

Properties Symbol MD Exp/Ab initio

bulk melting temperature 𝑇𝑚 1181 K 1358 K

lattice parameter Cu 𝑎(𝑇𝑚) 0.37362 nm 0.36907 nm

cohesive energy Cu-fcc† 𝐸0(𝑓𝑐𝑐) −3.540 eV/atom −3.54∗ eV/atom [15]

hcp-fcc energy difference 𝐸0(ℎ𝑐𝑝)-𝐸0(𝑓𝑐𝑐) 0.011 eV/atom 0.009∗ eV/atom [16]

atomic volume Cu 𝛺 = 𝑎(𝑇𝑚)3∕4 13.04 × 10−30 m3 12.57 × 10−30 m3

atomic mass Cu 𝑚0 1.055 × 10−25 kg 1.055 × 10−25 kg

solid/liquid interface energy 𝛾SL 110 mJ m−2 256 mJ m−2 [17]

bulk latent heat of fusion 𝐿𝑉 1.122 × 109 J m−3 1.51 × 109 ∗∗ J m−3

heat conductivity liquid 𝜅Cu 1.32 W m−1 K−1 150.49 W m−1 K−1 [18]

heat capacity solid Cu 𝐶𝑝,𝑠 439 J kg−1 K−1 480.9 J kg−1 K−1 [19]

heat capacity liquid Cu 𝐶𝑝,𝑙 440 J kg−1 K−1 531.5 J kg−1 K−1 [19]

density Cu (solid) 𝜌 = 𝑚0∕𝛺 8.09 103 kg m−3 8.96 × 103 kg m−3 [19]

heat diffusivity Cu 𝐷th = 𝜅∕𝜌𝐶𝑝 3.829 10−7 m2 s−1 3.16 10−5 m2 s−1

kinematic viscosity Cu 𝜂 4.18 10−3 kg s−1 m−1 4.0 10−3 kg s−1 m−1 [20]
Table 2
Pure W properties were calculated with the EAM interatomic potential [14] and compared with experimental values. Temperature-dependent
parameters are evaluated at the Cu melting temperature 𝑇𝑚.

Properties Symbol MD Exp

lattice parameter W 𝑎(𝑇𝑚(Cu)) 0.318 nm 0.3179 nm [21]

atomic volume W 𝛺 16.08 10−30 m3 16.06 10−30 m3

atomic mass W 𝑚0 3.053 × 10−25 kg 3.053 × 10−25 kg

heat conductivity W 𝜅W 10.49 W m−1 K−1 115.23 W m−1 K−1 [21]

heat capacity solid W 𝐶𝑝,𝑠 76.87 J kg−1 K−1 149.84 J kg−1 K−1 [21]

density W (solid) 𝜌 = 𝑚0∕𝛺 1.90 104 kg m−3 1.90 104 kg m−3

heat diffusivity W 𝐷th = 𝜅∕𝜌𝐶𝑝 3.42 × 10−6 m2 s−1 4.05 × 10−5 m2 s−1 [21]
(W-NPs). Due to its high thermal/electrical conductivity, copper has
many applications in heat exchangers, microelectronics, etc., which
would benefit from the flexibility offered by additive manufacturing
methods [8]. However, copper is prone to the formation of columnar
grains and solidification cracks during laser processing, reducing its
mechanical performance [9]. Thus, copper could benefit significantly
from the introduction of nanoscale inoculants and strengthening agents
during laser additive manufacturing, which could not only improve its
strength and ductility but also maintain its high electrical conductiv-
ity [10]. As a refractory metal, tungsten exhibits high strength and low
melting point depression, combined with near-complete immiscibility
with copper. In this regard, tungsten nanoparticles can serve as solid
and inert grain entities in copper, which have already been shown to
improve the mechanical strength [11], high-temperature creep resis-
tance [12], and thermal stability against grain growth [13]. Despite all
these benefits, no attempts have been made in the past to isolate and
characterize the effect of W-NPs on the nucleation and solidification
of copper, in particular, at extreme temperature gradients relevant to
laser additive manufacturing processes.

To fill this gap, we examined the directional solidification with
and without cooling of the liquid Cu containing dispersed W-NPs. To
achieve this goal, large-scale molecular dynamics simulations were
conducted and employed as in-situ tools to investigate the elemental

echanisms associated with such solidification processes. This ap-
roach presents an intriguing alternative to experimental observations
hat can be challenging to implement at the nanoscale. Moreover,
olecular dynamics simulations were proven tools to isolate and inves-

igate in detail nucleation [22–26] and directional solidification [23,27,
8] in metals and alloys, with simulation results of directional solidi-
ication often used to parametrize larger-scale phase field models [29–
2]. Our current work is in continuation of our previous work on the
2

nanoscale directional solidification of pure Ni [33], which was the
first study to implement additional melt cooling to compensate for the
lack of conductive cooling associated with electronic thermal transport.
This is a systematic error in molecular dynamics simulations of metals,
leading to orders of magnitude lower thermal conductivities compared
to the experimental ones. We demonstrated that such compensatory
cooling is instrumental in capturing grain nucleation ahead of the
solidification front, at the essence of columnar-to-equiaxed transition.

Here, for the first time, we will uncover the effect of the tempera-
ture gradient and cooling rate on solidification front interactions with
inoculant NPs. We compare our results with existing theories, defining
their limits of applicability at the nanoscale.

2. Methods

The molecular dynamics simulations were carried out using the
Large-scale Atomic Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)
software [34] with the embedded atom method (EAM) potential devel-
oped by Wei et al. [14] for the Cu-W system. The potential captures
well the Cu/W immisibility and the stability of the W nanoparticles
at elevated temperatures, with other properties relevant to the solidi-
fication process estimated at the copper melting point and presented
in Tables 1 and 2. The methodologies used to calculate the various
quantities are described in detail in our previous articles [33,35]. The
experimental data from the literature is also reported in such tables
for comparison. Reasonable agreements are found for all quantities
except thermal conductivity. Thermal conductivity calculated by MD
estimates only the contribution of phonons, and not that of electrons.
The way we propose to correct such a flaw is by imposing an extra
cooling rate in addition to a temperature gradient, as explained later.
The simulation data are processed and visualized using the OVITO
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software [36], with the local atomic structure and grain orientation
determined using Polyhedral Template Matching [37].

The model geometry used in the present work was inspired by our
previous work [33], and is depicted in Fig. 1. We considered a quasi-3D
system in a simulation box of 100×1.4×200 nm3. Atomsk software [38]
was used to construct polycrystalline samples composed of 25 columnar
grains. Each grain had its [010] axis aligned with the 𝑦 direction and
rotated randomly in the 𝑥𝑧 plane. Periodic boundary conditions were
applied in the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions, but not in the 𝑧 direction, which is
shrink-wrapped. The 𝑦 direction was slightly larger than twice the cut-
off distance of the interatomic potential to avoid multiple interactions
through periodic boundaries. The system was divided into three regions
along the 𝑧 direction: a lower region located between 0 and 20 nm kept
at a fixed temperature and named the substrate, a middle region from
20 to 50 nm, and an upper region that was effectively affected by the
laser beam (in relevance to a melt pool in the additive manufacturing
processes) and named the laser region.

The first model (called later model A) was considered as follows.
First, the complete system was equilibrated in the NPT (isothermal–
isobaric) ensemble for 200 ps at 300 K and zero pressure. A further
equilibration in the NVT (canonical) ensemble is applied for 100 ps.
Then, the substrate region was kept at 300 K, while the temperature
of the laser region was set at 1230 K for 2 ns. The value of the
temperature in the laser region was chosen slightly above the Cu
melting temperature to allow its melting. Between substrate and laser
regions, the atoms can evolve freely, essentially establishing an initial
temperature gradient. After 2 ns, the laser heating was removed but
the substrate was kept at 300 K until the end of the simulation. Atoms
in regions above the substrate were integrated into the NVE ensemble.
This procedure allowed us to observe the evolution of a solid/liquid
interface in an evolving temperature gradient. Ten W-NPs of equal
size were randomly distributed in the laser region. Three simulations
were performed with different nanoparticle sizes, namely 1.58 nm,
3.16 nm, and 6.32 nm. A reference simulation without NPs was also
conducted. This model is designed to study the effect of temperature
gradient on solidification kinetics and solidification front interactions
with secondary phase nanoparticles in the absence of heterogeneous
nucleation.

In a second model (called later model B), we applied the same initial
equilibration as in model A, but the laser region temperature was set
at 1250 K whereas the substrate region temperature was set at 900 K
for 2 ns. After this initial stage, the laser thermostat was removed
and replaced by a temperature ramp corresponding to a cooling rate
of 175 K/ns. The substrate temperature was kept at 900 K until the
end of the simulation. In this model, a single W-NP was introduced
in the laser region. Five particle radii were considered 𝑅1 = 3.18 nm
= 10 lattice units (l.u.), 𝑅2 = 6.36 nm = 20 l.u., 𝑅3 = 9.55 nm
= 30 l.u., 𝑅4 = 12.72 nm = 40 l.u., and 𝑅5 = 15.90 nm = 50 l.u.
Two orientations of the W-NP along the 𝑧 direction were investigated,
namely [101] and [001]. This model was designed to capture and study
in detail the heterogeneous nucleation, while avoiding extreme effects
of temperature gradient.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Model A — Simulation results

After the first equilibration steps are completed, the time is reset
to zero. At this timestep, the samples can be separated into three
parts considering the temperature differences (as shown in Fig. 2). The
substrate part up to 20 nm is maintained at a constant temperature of
300 K. The middle part features a relatively steep temperature gradient,
and the final part converges to the plateau while approaching the
free surface. However, when considering the microstructure analysis,
only two (solid and liquid) parts emerge. The fcc fraction (dashed
line) close to 1 corresponds to the solidified region while the fraction
3

Fig. 1. Schematic of the system in its initial state. The red region, between 𝑧 = 50 nm
and 𝑧 = 200 nm, represents the laser region. The orange cylinders are the W-NPs. The
blue region, between 𝑧 = 0 nm and 𝑧 = 20 nm, corresponds to the substrate region.
Between the substrate and the laser regions, the region is colored green. The grain
boundaries are colored in white. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

close to zero corresponds to the liquid phase. Slight deviations from
1 in the solidified part correspond to grain boundaries, while larger
deviations correspond to the presence of W particles. At 𝑡 = 0 ns, we
can also confirm that the W-NPs remained solid and spherical, and no
changes in size from the initial one i.e. no dissolution took place in
the melt. Furthermore, the polycrystalline structure (as shown in the
snapshot) in the solid Cu region above the substrate region experienced
substantial grain growth with remaining grain boundaries aligned with
the direction of the temperature gradient i.e., 𝑧 direction. In laser
material processing, such a region with coarser grains in the vicinity
of the melt pool is referred to in the literature as a heat-affected zone
(HAZ) [9]. Interestingly, the leftmost grain boundary coincides with the
W nanoparticle in the solid Cu, which might be an indication of Zener
pinning, reported experimentally in such a system [13].

The thermostat in the substrate region maintains the temperature,
allowing solidification to begin via conduction from 𝑡 = 0 ns. The
solidification front progresses gradually, as shown in Fig. 2, by evolving
fcc fraction profiles and the snapshots taken over time. The fcc fraction
in the solid region never reaches 1 due to the presence of defects,
represented by atoms colored in gray. These defects are more prevalent
when located near the solid/liquid interface. The grain boundaries also
have a small influence on the fcc fraction. Additionally, as indicated
in Fig. 2, the rounded hollows precisely pinpoint the locations of W-
NPs (bcc), which contribute to lowering the fcc fraction. However,
we estimate the position of the solid/liquid interface using the fcc
fraction, which equals 0.5. This position also aligns with the curvature
observed in the temperature profiles. The corresponding temperature
at the interface is estimated at 1160 K, which is very slightly lower
than the melting temperature of Cu at 1181 K. Indeed, the temperature
gradient in front of the solid/liquid interface is weaker compared to the
solid region, but remains positive. The positive temperature gradients
in the solid and liquid mean that the heat flux is transferred through the
solid, inducing a flat solidification front. The position of the solid/liquid
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Fig. 2. At top, temperature profiles (solid lines) and the corresponding fcc fraction
profiles (dashed lines) with respect to the position in the 𝑧-direction. Snapshots of the
system at the times shown at the top (i.e. 0 ns, 4 ns, 8 ns, 12 ns) are presented at the
bottom part of the figure. The corresponding color coding: fcc-Cu atoms are in green,
and unk-Cu atoms (unknown or liquid) in light gray. The bcc-W and bcc-Cu atoms are
shown in orange and blue, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Solid/liquid interface position in function of the time. In red squares is
represented the case without particles (i.e. pure Cu). In blue, green, and cyan circles are
represented the cases with particles of size 1.58 nm, 3.16 nm, and 6.32 nm respectively.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

interface as a function of time is shown in Fig. 3 for the different
simulations with and without particles. Two regimes are observed:
transient and stationary state. The transient regime stops at 3.8 ns for
simulations with particles, followed by the stationary regime, where the
front position evolves linearly. Note that the transient regime for the
simulation without particles is slightly longer, up to 6.5 ns. Velocities
of the solid/liquid interfaces are extracted in the stationary regime
by a linear fit for the different simulations. The simulations without
particles and with 1.58 nm particles show a similar velocity equal to
6.40 m/s. The other two simulations with the NP sizes of 3.16 nm and
6.32 nm exhibit a velocity of 6.55 m/s and 7.27 m/s, respectively.
As W exhibits an order of magnitude higher thermal diffusivity than
copper (see Tables 1 and 2), a higher fraction of W (i.e., bigger W-NPs)
4

Fig. 4. At top, position of the solid/liquid interface in the 𝑧 direction as a function
of time in three different areas around the particle under study. The specific areas
(denoted a, b, and c) are shown in the first snapshot at 1.5 ns. Below, snapshots of
zoomed-in systems around the particle under study for 4 relevant times (i.e. 1.5 ns,
2.9 ns, 3.8 ns and 4.5 ns) during the engulfment process.

facilitates the heat transfer across the solid/liquid interface, leading to
higher solidification front velocities. However, it is important to note
that, in reality, Cu and W have a comparable thermal diffusivity near
the melting point of copper, minimizing or even reversing such front
velocity enhancement effects.

In our simulations, we observed an inflection point in the solidifi-
cation front as it traverses the nanoparticles (illustrated in Fig. 4). To
understand the impact of nanoparticles on the properties of a planar so-
lidification front, we have chosen to focus on a particle located far from
grain boundaries. We have isolated a region surrounding this particle,
denoted as (b), along with two adjacent zones denoted as (a) and (c),
as depicted in the snapshot at 1.5 ns in Fig. 4. The temporal evolution
of the positions of the solid/liquid interface within these three zones
is depicted in the upper part of Fig. 4. Zones (a) and (c) correspond
to regions where the presence of the particle has minimal influence
on the solid–liquid interface, whereas zone (b) precisely represents
the region where the interface undergoes alteration. By tracking the
temporal variation of the 𝑧-position of the solid–liquid interface, we
can delineate four distinct stages:

I. At 1.5 ns, the solid–liquid interface was positioned beneath the
particle, as depicted in the 1.5 ns snapshot. The three zones
maintained similar positions and velocities, and the interface
retained its flatness, seemingly unaffected by the presence of
particles. This stage persisted from 1.5 ns to 2.1 ns.

II. By 2.1 ns, the solid–liquid interface in zone (b) had come to
a halt, remaining stationary until 3.9 ns. In zones (a) and (c),
the front continued to advance with the same velocity observed
in Stage I. The snapshot captured at 2.9 ns reveals the concave
shape of the interface deformation.

III. Immediately prior to Stage III, the atoms in (b) above the front
remain in a liquid or amorphous state, and the trough seems
to be narrowing, as illustrated in the 3.8 ns snapshot. Indeed,
between 3.9 ns and 4 ns, zone (b) demonstrates a rapid restora-
tion of the solidification front’s shape. It reverts from 109 nm to
122 nm in just 0.1 ns. Nevertheless, the position of the front in
zone (b), at 4 ns, is located slightly below the front in zones (a)
and (c).

IV. In the final Stage IV, the solid–liquid interface in zone (b)
gradually aligns itself with the positions observed in zones (a)
and (c). However, this adjustment is not fully completed by
4.5 ns and will take place slightly later.
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Fig. 5. (a) Engulfment of the NP A by the solidification front. Snapshots at 𝑡 = 1.5 ns
(top) and 𝑡 = 5.5 ns (bottom). (b) Schematic representation of the grain boundary
grooving at the solid/liquid interface: 2𝜓 is the grooving angle, 𝛾𝑆𝐿 is the solid/liquid
interface energy, 𝛾𝑔𝑏 is the grain boundary energy. (c) Pinning of the NP by the grain
boundary. Snapshots at 𝑡 = 2.5 ns (top) and 𝑡 = 5.5 ns (bottom).

Fig. 6. Snapshots of the system at 𝑡 = 4.2 ns (a) and 𝑡 = 6.2 ns (b) after the entrapment
of a NP. The radius of the NP is 6.32 nm. In (a), the grain boundary, the solid/liquid
interface, and the ring around the NP are depicted in yellow. In (b), the grain boundary
and the ring around the NP are plotted in red. The yellow line indicates the previous
position of the grain boundary. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

We also observed interesting interactions between W-NPs and Cu
grain boundaries. As columnar grains grow in the direction of the
imposed temperature gradient, Cu grain boundaries often align them-
selves accordingly. If W-NPs are sufficiently far away from Cu grain
boundaries, the solidification microstructure remains unaffected, as
demonstrated in Fig. 5a. However, the planar solid/liquid interface is
often disrupted by grain boundary grooves, schematically depicted in
Fig. 5b. The grain opening angle, denoted as 𝜓 , reflects the equilibrium
between the solid/liquid interfacial energy 𝛾𝑆𝐿 and the grain boundary
energy 𝛾𝑔𝑏:

2 cos(𝜓) × 𝛾𝑆𝐿 = 𝛾𝑔𝑏 (1)

As demonstrated in Fig. 5c, the W-NP within the grove can attract
and pin the corresponding grain boundary, restricting its mobility and
subsequent grain growth.

Fig. 6a shows the entire system at the moment when the NP en-
counters the solid/liquid interface. The grain boundary exhibited a
bending behavior to trap the particle. Fig. 6b illustrates the entire
system after the passage of the solidification front over the particle.
A notable alteration in the grain boundary curvature was observed.
Below the NP, the grain boundary endeavored to align tangentially
with the particle within the solidified material. On the contrary, above
the particle, the grain boundary oriented itself perpendicular to the
interface. After complete propagation of the solidification front, most
of the W-NPs end up pinning the grain boundaries in this sample due
5

Fig. 7. (a) Schematic representation of a nanoparticle above the solidification front.
NP is represented by an orange sphere of radius 𝑅. The solid/liquid interface in
green moves forward with a velocity 𝑉 . Distance 𝑑 measures the separation between
the NP and the interface. When gravity is neglected, two forces act on the NP: the
drag force 𝐹D and the interfacial force 𝐹I. The system is subjected to a temperature
gradient 𝐺. The coordinate system used for the calculation of isotherms is (𝑟, 𝜃). (b)
Snapshot of a nanoparticle of W above the interface solid/liquid at the beginning of
the engulfment process. Color code: fcc-Cu atoms are in green, bcc-Cu atoms are in
blue, unknown/liquid-Cu atoms are in light gray, and bcc-W atoms are in orange. (c)
Displacement vectors (in nanometers) calculated by subtracting the atomic coordinates
at 𝑡 − 0.1 ns from those at 𝑡 ns. (d) Isotherms calculated using Eq. (2). The color
bar corresponds to the temperature difference between the temperature field and the
reference value at 𝑧 = 0. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

to their proximity to grain boundary grooves at the solidification front;
see Fig. 6c.

To the best of our knowledge, this phenomenon of NP trapping
by grain boundary grooves is new and was not previously reported
in the literature. However, it is instrumental in the additive manu-
facturing of metal matrix composites for retaining the fine solidified
microstructure during repetitive heating/cooling cycles due to laser
printing new layers of material or during the post-process annealing
of the 3D printed parts. Thus, further investigation of grain boundary
groove interaction with nanoparticles is desired, moving from quasi-
2D to real 3D geometry, and isolating the effect of NP size, groove
curvature, distance from the groove center to the NP, local temperature
distribution, etc. This newly gained knowledge would allow for better
control of the solidification microstructure and resulting mechanical
performance of nanoparticle-reinforced metal matrix composites.

3.2. Model A — Quantitative assessment

When the solidification front approaches a particle, an interaction
occurs between the NP and the advancing front. Fig. 7a schematically
illustrates the key characteristics of a NP with a radius of 𝑅 located
above a moving solid–liquid interface. The corresponding snapshot is
shown in Fig. 7b. Underneath the particle, the planar front becomes
deformed, assuming a concave shape. A narrow gap surrounds the
W-NP, filled with a thin layer of liquid copper. The parameter 𝑑
represents the characteristic length of the liquid layer encircling the NP.
Displacement vectors, calculated by subtracting atomic coordinates at
𝑡 − 0.1 ns from those at 𝑡 ns, are presented in Fig. 7c. This illustrates
that atoms located within the layer surrounding the particle can be
considered as liquid atoms. Moreover, the system experiences a positive
temperature gradient 𝐺 in the 𝑧-direction.

If the heat flow is conductive only, as assumed in [39], the temper-
ature field in the matrix (solid and liquid Cu), 𝑇𝑀 , takes the form:

𝑇𝑀 − 𝑇0 = −
[

1 + 1 −𝐾 (𝑅)3]

𝐺𝑟 cos 𝜃 (2)

2 +𝐾 𝑟
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Fig. 8. (a) Schematic representation of a NP during the engulfment process. The solid line corresponds to the NP of radius 𝑅; the dashed line delineates the ring of unk-Cu around
the NP; 𝜃 is the polar angle of the contact point between the solid/liquid interface and the NP; 𝛾𝑆𝐿 is the solid/liquid interfacial energy, 𝛾𝑝𝐿 is the interfacial energy between the
particle and the liquid, and 𝛾𝑝𝑆 is the interfacial energy between the particle and the solid; 𝛼 is the angle between 𝛾𝑝𝑆 and 𝛾𝑆𝐿. Snapshots of the system during the engulfment
process at 𝑡 = 1.2 ns (b), 𝑡 = 1.5 ns (c), and 𝑡 = 1.8 ns (d). The red solid line indicates the direction of the contact point and the dashed line is tangent to the solid/liquid interface.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
where (𝑟, 𝜃) is the system coordinates defined in Fig. 7a, 𝑇0 =
(𝑇𝑀 )𝜃=𝜋∕2,𝑟→∞ is the reference temperature and 𝐾 is the thermal con-
ductivity ratio of the W-NP and Cu-liquid,

𝐾 =
𝜅𝑁𝑃
𝜅𝑀

≡
𝜅W
𝜅Cu

(3)

In Eq. (3), it is assumed that the thermal conductivities of Cu in the
solid and the liquid at a temperature close to the melting point of Cu
are equal. The temperature field (2) is illustrated in Fig. 7d with the
thermal conductivities of W and Cu as detailed in Tables 1 and 2. The
temperature gradient, 𝐺, is measured to be 0.4 × 1010 Km−1, while the
reference temperature is chosen as 𝑇0 = 1100 K, and the NP radius is
specified as 𝑅 = 6 nm. The isotherms exhibit a profile similar to that of
the solidification front.

The parameter 𝐾 plays a pivotal role. When 𝐾 deviates from 1,
the isotherms are distorted, indicating the impact of the difference
in thermal conductivity between the particle and the matrix. In the
scenario where the NP has a lower conductivity than the matrix,
represented by 𝐾 < 1, heat flux lines are deflected. Conversely, when
𝐾 > 1, heat flux lines converge toward the NP consistent with the
observations made in our simulations.

Different forces act on the NP:

• The dominant force that opposes the particle’s displacement by
the front is a viscous drag force, denoted as 𝐹D. This force is the
result of local convective flows around the nanoparticle caused
by the approaching solidification front, pushing the nanoparticle
toward it. For a spherical particle of radius 𝑅 close to a planar
interface, with 𝑑 ≪ 𝑅, the drag force reads [40,41]

𝐹D = 6𝜋𝜂𝑉SL
𝑅2

𝑑
𝐾2 (4)

where 𝑉SL is the solidification front velocity and 𝜂 is the kinematic
viscosity. This form is slightly modified in the case of a non-planar
interface [39]. We estimated the drag force acting on a particle of
radius 𝑅 = 6.32 nm using the parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2,
the measured value of 𝑉SL = 6.4 m∕s, and a gap thickness between
NP and the interface of 𝑑 = 0.5 nm. The resulting attractive drag
force is 𝐹D = 2.5 × 10−6 N, which we will compare with another
force acting on W-NPs.

• The force often responsible for pushing the NP away from the
solidification front is the force coming from the interface free
energies [41], 𝐹I:

𝐹I = 2𝜋𝑅𝛥𝜎0

(

𝑑0
𝑑0 + 𝑑

)𝑛
𝐾 (5)

where 𝑑0 is atomic diameter 𝑑0 = 3
√

6𝛺∕𝜋, 𝑛 is an exponent
that can have values between 2 and 7, and 𝛥𝜎0 is the surface
tension difference that can be expressed in terms of interface
energy difference:

𝛥𝜎 = 𝛾 − 𝛾 − 𝛾 (6)
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0 pS pL SL
where subscripts p, S, and L denote the nanoparticle, the solid
phase, and the liquid phase, respectively. Assuming the local
equilibrium at the contact lines between the W-NP and the
solid/liquid Cu interface during the engulfment process, Young’s
equation reads:

𝛾𝑝𝑆 − 𝛾𝑝𝐿 = −𝛾𝑆𝐿 cos(𝛼) (7)

where 𝛼 is the wetting angle of W-NP with solid copper, see
Fig. 8a. Figs. 8b–d illustrate the gradual NP engulfment by the
solidification front. It is evident that the solid/liquid interface
aligns with the direction of the contact point defined by 𝜃 and
intersects the particle at 𝛼 ≈ 90◦. This indicates that 𝛾𝑝𝐿 ≈ 𝛾𝑝𝑆 ,
and only 𝛥𝜎0 ≈ −𝛾𝑆𝐿 acts on the W-NP. As 𝛾𝑆𝐿 is nearly always
positive, the negative 𝛥𝜎0 means negative interface force i.e., the
one that pulls the nanoparticle towards the solidification front,
thus promoting the engulfment process. However, compared to
the drag force, the interface force is orders of magnitude smaller,
with the maximum value of 𝐹I = −4.7×10−9 𝑁 estimated at 𝑛 = 2
using data from Table 1. Generally speaking, the above analysis
shows that any slight wetting of the reinforcement nanoparticles
by solid metal would result in a negative interface force that
facilitates the engulfment process: 𝛥𝜎0 = −𝛾SL(cos(𝛼) + 1) < 0
whenever cos(𝛼) is defined i.e. 𝛾𝑝𝑆 < 𝛾𝑝𝐿 + 𝛾𝑆𝐿. In the other
case, the interfacial force will push the NPs in the direction of
solidification, away from its front.

Our MD simulations and analysis confirm that W-NPs can be used
in the fabrication of copper matrix composites based on interface and
drag forces working together towards embedding the nanoparticles into
the matrix. In the context of additive manufacturing, the lift force
induced by natural convection and coming from the lateral melt flow
along the solidification front must also be considered, as it can push
NPs away from the solidification front, promoting their aggregation.
While such effects are not taken into account in our model system,
several atomistic models have been recently proposed to capture melt
pool dynamics [35] and microstructure development [42] during laser
processing of pure metals, which can be upgraded to study the effect
of secondary nanoparticles, being a matter of our future work.

3.3. Model B — Predictions from classical nucleation theory (CNT)

Before we dive into the new simulation set with additional cooling
applied to the system, it is important to define our expectations regard-
ing the probability of heterogeneous nucleation in the Cu/W system,
which will help us to isolate a specific set of substrate temperatures
and cooling rates to reduce computational time while capturing the
phenomena of interest. This would also help us isolate areas in which
the system’s behavior deviates from the CNT predictions.
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Fig. 9. Critical radius (a) and normalized nucleation rate 𝐼∕𝐼0 (Eq. (13)) (b) as a function of the degree of undercooling 𝛥𝑇 .
The first key prediction of CNT is the critical radius of the spherical
nuclei overcoming which the nuclei can grow freely. Such a critical
radius 𝑟 is predicted to be the same for both homogeneous and hetero-
geneous nucleation on flat and curved substrates [43] and depends on
the degree of undercooling 𝛥𝑇 = 𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇 [44]:

𝑟 =
2𝛾SL
𝐿𝑉

𝑇 2
𝑚

𝑇𝛥𝑇
(8)

Using the data from Table 1, we show in Fig. 9a the dependence of the
critical radius on the undercooling degree. We can notice that above
just 100 K undercooling, the critical radius drops below a couple of
nanometers.

However, the probability of reaching the critical radius is defined
by the Gibbs free energy barrier, which can be approximated as [44] :

𝛥𝐺ℎ𝑜𝑚 =
4𝜋𝛾SL𝑟2

3
=

16𝜋𝛾3SL
3𝐿2

𝑉

𝑇 4
𝑚

𝑇 2𝛥𝑇 2
(9)

The Gibbs free energy barrier for heterogeneous nucleation is often
reduced to the fraction of the one corresponding to homogeneous
nucleation as only a fraction of critical spherical nuclei is needed on
top of the substrate to achieve a free growth stage:

𝛥𝐺ℎ𝑒𝑡 = 𝑓 ⋅ 𝛥𝐺ℎ𝑜𝑚 (10)

The exact fraction 𝑓 for the spherical substrate (i.e., nanoparticle) is
defined by its radius 𝑅 (or more precisely the radii ratio 𝑟𝑟 = 𝑟∕𝑅
between the critical nuclei and the nanoparticle substrate) as well as
the wetting angle of the substrate by the solid phase 𝛼 [43] :

𝑓 (𝑟𝑟, 𝛼) =

(

1 + 2𝑟𝑟 −
√

1 + 𝑟2𝑟 − 2𝑟𝑟 cos 𝛼
)

⋅
(

−1 + 𝑟𝑟 +
√

1 + 𝑟2𝑟 − 2𝑟𝑟 cos 𝛼
)2

4𝑟3𝑟
(11)

In the case of 𝑟 ≪ 𝑅 i.e., 𝑟𝑟 → 0, this equation transforms into a well-
known expression for heterogeneous nucleation on planar substrate:

𝑓 (𝑟𝑟 → 0, 𝛼) =
(2 + cos 𝛼) ⋅ (1 − cos 𝛼)2

4
(12)

According to CNT, after the nucleation barrier 𝛥𝐺 is defined, the
nucleation rate 𝐼 can be expressed as:

𝐼 = 𝐼0 exp
(

− 𝛥𝐺
𝑘B𝑇

)

(13)

where 𝐼0 is a coefficient that depends on the interface temperature and
free energy, and 𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant.

In a previous study, we demonstrated that Classical Nucleation
Theory (CNT) was able to predict the main characteristics of homo-
geneous nucleation in the case of Model B with pure Ni [33] just
by looking at the normalized nucleation rate 𝐼∕𝐼0. Here, we also
look at normalized nucleation rates considering both homogeneous
7

and heterogeneous nucleation on planar and curved substrates. Taking
data from Table 1, we plot in Fig. 9b the normalized nucleation rate
for homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation on the flat
substrate and nanoparticles with radii of 3 nm and 16 nm, the range
of sizes considered in our MD simulations. Additionally, we consider
two wetting angles: 𝛼 = 90◦ as determined in the previous subsection
for engulfment of nanoparticles, and 𝛼 = 60◦ to reflect the fact that
heterogeneous nucleation would give preference to the lowest energy
interfaces, thus reducing the wetting angle as compared to the inter-
faces forming during the engulfment process. From Fig. 9b, we first
notice how heterogeneous nucleation can drastically reduce the critical
undercooling needed to reach some threshold nucleation rate with the
wetting angle playing a decisive role in promoting nucleation. At the
same time, the reduction in the size of W-NPs would have the opposite
effect of increasing the critical undercooling compared to that of the
flat substrate. However, because of the relatively small size of critical
nuclei, W-NPs with a radius of just 16 nm are sufficient to get close to
the flat substrate efficiency. Such observations highlight the importance
of selecting nanoparticulate material with low solubility in the matrix
to prevent their size reduction at additive manufacturing processing
temperatures.

As we formed our expectations regarding this system allowing for
the selection of optimal parameters for Model B, one last important
remark is about the effect of quasi-2D geometry selected in this work
leading to the representation of W-NPs as infinite wires along the
𝑦 direction due to periodic boundary conditions. The evaluation of
heterogeneous nucleation in such a setup was also carried out within
CNT leading to quite complex expression for the nucleation barrier,
which can be simplified by the following relation: 𝛥𝐺𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 < 𝛥𝐺𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒(𝑅) <
𝛥𝐺𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒(𝑅) [45]. Due to the inherent stochastic nature of the nucleation
process and the relatively low variation in the critical undercooling
with 𝑅, we can expect no changes in general trends and behavior due
to the choice of quasi-2D geometry. Moreover, the threshold nucleation
rate is not well defined either and should be calibrated following
homogeneous nucleation.

3.4. Model B — Simulation results

In Model B, a systematically implemented global cooling protocol
was applied to emulate the thermal dynamics representative of the
additive manufacturing of metals. Analogous to its predecessor, Model
A, the experimental setup consisted of a substrate maintained at a
prescribed temperature denoted 𝑇sub, a molten pool, and an interme-
diary solidified region situated between the substrate and the molten
pool, see Fig. 10a. Thermal conditions were characterized by two
essential parameters: substrate temperature of 800 K and cooling rate
of 215 K/ns. The substrate temperature was chosen to be closer to the
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Fig. 10. Snapshots of the system with a NP radius of 𝑅 = 20 lattice units (6.36 nm) submitted to a cooling rate 𝛼 = 215 K/ns with a substrate temperature maintained at 𝑇sub = 800
K during the solidification process at different times: 𝑡 = 0.2 ns (a), 𝑡 = 1 ns (b), and 𝑡 = 1.5 ns (c,d). (d) The Polyhedral Template Matching (PTM) method [37] enables us not only
to identify the atomic structure but also to determine their local lattice orientation (here, an RSMD cutoff of 0.15 was selected). The local orientation is stored as quaternions,
which can be translated into RGB color to visualize the lattice orientation through a projection into the Rodrigues space.
Fig. 11. System (Model B) with a radius of 𝑅 = 30 lattice units (9.54 nm) submitted
to a cooling rate 𝛼 = 70 K/ns with a substrate temperature maintained at 𝑇sub = 900
K. At the top, temperature profiles (solid lines, left axis) and fraction of 𝑓𝑐𝑐 (dashed
lines, right axis) with respect to the position in the 𝑧-direction at different times during
global cooling. At the bottom, snapshots of the system at 0.3 ns, 2.7 ns, 3.2 ns, and
3.6 ns. Color coding: fcc-Cu atoms are in green, unk/liq-Cu atoms are in light gray, and
bcc-Cu-atoms are in blue, bcc-W atoms are represented in orange. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

Cu melting point, essentially slowing the solidification front. Although
other sets of parameters were tested, they all led to two outcomes:
(1) engulfment of nanoparticles or (2) heterogeneous nucleation before
the solidification front reaches the nanoparticles. As the first case was
covered in Model A, we focus here on the second case. As shown in
Fig. 10b, additional cooling indeed promotes heterogeneous nucleation
of Cu grains on the surfaces of tungsten nanoparticles. As expected,
such heterogeneous nucleation breaks columnar growth and leads to
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the formation of fine grains upon complete solidification (see Fig. 10c)
with an equiaxed grain structure (see Fig. 10d). As can be seen in
Figs. 10b and c, copper grains demonstrate large diversity of crystal
structures in the nucleating grains. Although the bcc structure (blue)
is caused by epitaxial growth on the surface of W, this phase is the
most energetically unfavorable and thus limited to a few atomic planes
from the interface [16]. At the same time, the most common structure
of nucleating grains is composed of nanotwinned fcc and hcp phases,
which is common structure of copper that can be experimentally ob-
served at the nanoscale [46]. Moreover, the difference in cohesive
energies between fcc and hcp phases is quite low (see Table 1), and
is even lower between fcc and double hexagonal close packed (dhcp)
phases [16], which is characterized by alternating basal planes with
fcc and hcp structure according to PTM, i.e. the finest nanotwinned
structure possible. Because of the extreme variation in local tempera-
ture and pressure, as well as the energetics and stress of solid/solid and
solid/liquid interfaces at the nanoscale, all such metastable phases are
able to form and coexist in solidified material at the early nucleation
stages. Retention of such a nanotwinned structure of the copper grains
would substantially improve its mechanical performance [11].

Because of the latent heat release during grain nucleation and
growth around the nanoparticles, the temperature profiles and grain
structure/orientations are challenging to analyze in the sample with
multiple nanoparticles. Thus, we move to a more isolated system with
a single inoculant particle of different radii introduced into the liquid
copper region, as shown in Fig. 11. Furthermore, we also reduce
the temperature gradients by increasing the substrate temperature to
900 K, essentially slowing the solidification front to avoid its inter-
actions with a W particle, thus isolating the nucleation process to
attribute it to critical undercooling. To measure such undercooling
more precisely, we substantially reduce the cooling rate to 70 K/ns,
so the trend can be derived with changing nanoparticle size.

The temperature profile and the associated fraction of fcc atoms
are depicted in Fig. 11 at different moments of time. The W-NP of
radius 9.55 nm is located in the liquid region. The time 𝑡 = 0 ns
corresponds to the time at which the heat source was released. At
time 𝑡 = 0.3 ns, we observed a solidified region ranging from 15 to
65 nm between the thermalized substrate and the solidification front.
As in Model A, the position of the solid/liquid interface corresponds
to a fcc-atom fraction equal to 0.5. The position of the solidification

front was thus located at 1175 K, close to the melting point (1181 K).
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Fig. 12. Top: Snapshots of the system featuring a nanoparticle of tungsten with a radius
of 𝑅 = 40 lattice units (12.72 nm), oriented along the (101) direction in the 𝑧-axis.
Axis in blue indicate the crystallographic orientation of the W-NP. The direction (010)
is plotted in red. The green arrows indicate the contact angle of the Cu cap. Bottom:
Number of crystallized copper (Cu) atoms, denoted as 𝑁Cu−sol, surrounding the NP as
a function of time, different NP radii . (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The temperature gradient of approximately 5 K/nm established in the
solid region, spanning from 15 to 65 nm, was slightly higher than the
temperature gradient in the liquid region, ranging from 65 to 100 nm.
Because both temperature gradients are positive across the solid/liquid
interface, a planar solidification front is expected to propagate through
the system without instability. Beyond 100 nm, the temperature is
constant.

As soon as cooling became effective (as evidenced by the temper-
ature profile at 2.7 ns), the temperature profile assumed a markedly
different shape. The temperature at the solid/liquid interface was ap-
proximately 1125 K. The temperature gradient remained positive in
the solidified region, while it became negative in the liquid region
just above the interface. A temperature hump was observed around
the front, associated with the release of latent heat. As depicted in the
snapshot at 2.7 ns, we observed nucleation of solid Cu around the W-
NP. The temperature of the liquid copper around the NP was 1075 K.
At longer times, the Cu solid caps continued to grow, and the solidified
copper depicted a flower around the tungsten nanoparticle. This results
in a local temperature increase associated with the exothermicity of
solidification.

Each cap is made of fcc (green) and hcp (dark red) atoms. As the
difference in cohesive energy per atom for fcc and hcp is very small
(less than 0.011 eV; see Table 1), any thermal fluctuation can cause the
formation of hcp Cu atoms, resulting in the formation of nanotwinned
grains. Moreover, the hcp phase could be stabilized by lower-energy in-
terfaces with W-NP compared to the fcc phase, and the twin nucleation
might be promoted by the disregistry at the incoherent Cu/W interfaces
as well as the high surface curvature of the W nanoparticles. The further
growth of such nanotwinned hcp Cu grains might be further stabilized
by periodic boundary conditions and the small size of the system along
the 𝑦 direction, restricting transformation to a more stable fcc phase.
Nevertheless, we are only interested in the initial nucleation process
and do not characterize further growth processes.

The initial stages of heterogeneous nucleation of Cu around W-
NP are illustrated in Fig. 12. At 4.1 ns, bcc-Cu atoms were identified,
forming a thin shell around the nanoparticle. A few moments later
(at 4.5 ns), we observed the emergence of two small spherical caps
comprising solidified atoms. The centers of these caps are at −45◦

and −135◦ relative to the 𝑥-direction. In terms of crystallographic
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directions, these correspond to (01̄0) and (1̄00). As indicated by the
green arrows, the solid caps form a contact angle with the support
particle that is less than 90 degrees. The caps continued to expand,
maintaining their spherical shape, and two others appeared in the di-
rections (010) and (100). By 4.9 ns, the four caps had completely covered
the entire surface of the NP, exhibiting a hemispherical curvature.
According to our expectations, the wetting angle between the solid Cu
phase and W-NP is well below 90◦ as indicated by the green arrows
in Fig. 12, and is close to 60◦. Thus, to interpret the results of our
MD simulations in terms of CNT, we should focus on the blue curves
in Fig. 9b. The only thing missing for comparison with CNT is the
threshold nucleation rate, which can be estimated by comparing CNT
predictions for homogeneous nucleation. To do so, we performed Model
B simulations without any nanoparticles in the melt and found the first
nucleus appearing at the 316 K undercooling, which corresponds to the
threshold nucleation rate of the order of 1e−17 in Fig. 9b.

To determine the critical undercooling for the samples with W-NPs,
the number of solidified Cu atoms (both in fcc and hcp structures)
around the NPs was monitored over time, as shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 12. It was observed that larger NPs facilitated the nucleation
process. Specifically, nucleation occurred at 4.5 ns for NP 𝑅 ≈ 16 nm,
while a delay in nucleation was noted at 4.75 ns for NP 𝑅 ≈ 3 nm.
Taking into account the applied cooling rate (70 K/ns after 2 ns in the
portion of the system initially at 1250 K), the temperature at which
heterogeneous nucleation occurred at the nanoparticle of 𝑅 ≈ 16 nm
corresponds to the undercooling of 106 K, while for the nanoparticle
of 𝑅 ≈ 3 nm the undercooling is higher at 120 K, both in line with the
CNT predictions (see dashed and dotted blue lines in Fig. 9b).

Fig. 13 shows snapshots of the system at 5.3 ns, for different sizes of
the W-NP. We observed 3 caps for 𝑅1 and 𝑅2, 4 caps for 𝑅3 and 𝑅4 and
7 caps for 𝑅5. For 𝑅3 and 𝑅4, some grains consist of contiguous parts
of both fcc and hcp atoms. The size of the inoculants will consequently
alter the microstructure of the solidified material. This is illustrated
in Fig. 13 (bottom). We observed that the grains on opposite sides
exhibit the same lattice orientation. In the case of 𝑅4, we also computed
the rotation matrix 𝐴 for fcc-atoms in the different caps. This enables
us to calculate the crystal coordinate system 𝐾grain = {𝑒1, 𝑒1, 𝑒1} =
𝐴𝐾sample, where 𝐾sample = {1⃗𝑥, 1⃗𝑦, 1⃗𝑧} [47]. We show the vector 𝑒3 in
the snapshots, representing the Miller indices (ℎ𝑘𝓁). With the exception
of the cap predominantly composed of fcc-atoms, variants of the (111)
orientation were observed.

An enlarged view of the system with a W-NP of radius 40 l.u. is
depicted in Fig. 14, at 4.7 ns, once the heterogeneous nucleation of
one spherical cap of Cu became evident. For visualization purposes,
a slice of 1.5 Å in the 𝑦 direction and the upper left quarter of the
NP were selected. The external atomic plane #1 of pure W provides a
support of 48 Å of length. We observed that bcc-Cu atoms align along
the planes #1, #2 and #3 of W-NP, allowing for a larger support for
the nucleation of Cu. Copper atoms in bcc structure have been observed
in the first adlayers during the epitaxial growth of Cu on W(110) [48].

Quested and Greer [49] estimated the conditions for the initiation
of solid grains in nucleant areas of defined size. Their analysis gives the
critical undercooling for the onset of free growth, 𝛥𝑇fg, as a function of
the size 𝑟𝑁 of a circular nuclear area:

𝛥𝑇fg =
2𝛾sl
𝐿𝑉

𝑇𝑚
𝑟𝑁

(14)

The critical undercooling for the onset of free growth, 𝛥𝑇fg correspond-
ing to 𝑟𝑁 = 24 Å (half the characteristic length of plane #1) is 96 K for
the parameters of listed in Table 1. In this estimation, we used the value
of 𝛾sl corresponding to fcc and liquid copper, which could be different
from the interface energy between metastable hcp and liquid copper
observed in Model B. Heterogeneous nucleation was observed starting
from 4.5 ns, corresponding to 𝛥𝑇fg = 106 K; therefore, the conditions
for free growth of the caps are favorable. After 4.5 ns, we observed an
enlargement of the bases of the caps associated with the lateral growth
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Fig. 13. Snapshots of the system at 5.3 ns for different radii of the W-NP, expressed in lattice units. Atoms are colored according to their structure type or their lattice orientations.
The crystallographic orientation of W-NP is (101) along the 𝑧 direction.
Fig. 14. Snapshot of the system at 4.7 ns with the W-NP having a radius of 40 l.u.
with a (101) orientation. Only a slice of 1.5 Å in the 𝑦 direction, representing one
quarter (left, top) of the W-NP, is visualized. Atoms are color-coded based on their
structure type. Indexes #1, #2, and #3 correspond to the external planes of the W-NP.

of the grains. This lateral growth may be facilitated by the extent of
the nucleant basis. Specifically, bcc-Cu atoms aligned along the external
planes of W.

In general, we notice substantial interplay between the metastable
copper phases and the interface orientation at the initial heterogeneous
nucleation stages, the complexity well beyond the original CNT as-
sumptions while considering only the stable fcc copper phase (see the
green lines in Fig. 9b). At the same time, CNT is capable of not only
correctly capturing size dependencies for heterogeneous nucleation
but also providing quantitative agreement when metastable phases
are taken into consideration. In the latter case, the wetting angle
between solid nuclei and the surface of the nanoparticle plays the
most important role in predicting the nucleant efficiency in refining the
microstructure in additive manufacturing processes. Although state-of-
the-art in situ experimental techniques are capable of capturing later
stages of nucleation and growth [50], atomistic simulations remain the
only tool to capture early stages of nucleation at the nanoscale. Recent
developments in machine learning methods and tools hold promise
to overcome many shortcomings of atomistic simulations associated
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with limited timescales or low predictive accuracy of the classical
interatomic potential [51]. While the former is critical for homoge-
neous nucleation because of the relatively high nucleation barriers,
the latter is the key for heterogeneous nucleation where an accurate
description of cross-interface interactions is the biggest challenge. The
development of universal machine learning interatomic potentials [52–
54] that bring ab initio accuracy to the large-scale atomistic simulations
while handling the chemical diversity of nucleant/matrix interfaces
should enable efficient screening of nucleant materials for any given
metal alloy to discover the most promising combinations to be tested
experimentally in the future. As we demonstrated here, the simulation
of the engulfment process could provide sufficient information to de-
termine the initial wetting angle and to construct the CNT model to
predict the range of undercoolings to be tested in various orientations of
the substrate. This maximizes the chances of capturing heterogeneous
nucleation on MD timescales and refining the CNT model by capturing
the most preferable misorientations and phases of the nucleating grains.

4. Conclusions

In continuation of our previous work [33], we employed molecular
dynamics simulations to offer in situ observations of directional solidifi-
cation in the context of laser additive manufacturing. These simulations
provide a valuable description of processes occurring in a close vicinity
of the solidification front. We investigated the solidification of copper
with the inclusion of tungsten nanoparticles. Given the minimal solu-
bility between the two metals and the refractory nature of tungsten,
W-NPs here play the role of inert inoculants.

We examined the system’s behavior following the removal of laser
heating. This corresponds to directional solidification in a temperature
gradient between the substrate and the liquid region. Because the tem-
perature gradients remain positive in the liquid and solidified regions,
the stability of the front was ensured. The presence of W-NPs minimally
affected the front velocity compared to that of a system without inocu-
lants. The growth of columnar grains in solidified Cu was observed and
the flat solid/liquid interface was slightly deformed by grain boundary
grooving. When the flat solid/liquid interface approaches a W-NP,
it becomes concave until the solidified copper completely surrounds
the NP corresponding to the wetting of the NP by the Cu solid. The
evaluation of the magnitude of the forces acting on the NP indicates
that the drag force pushing the particle toward the front dominates the
interfacial force. Furthermore, since this interfacial force is negative,
NP engulfment is facilitated. When the NP is close to the funnel formed
by the grain boundary, the particle is trapped by the grain, causing a

notable alteration in the curvature of the grain boundary. The final
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system corresponds to a particle-reinforced metal matrix composite,
with the majority of nanoparticles aligned along grain boundaries.

In the second part of the present work, we investigated the influence
of inoculants on the formation of fine equiaxed grains during the
solidification process. Classical nucleation theory was used to compare
the normalized nucleation rate in the case of homogeneous nucleation
with that of heterogeneous nucleation on planar and curved substrates
with varying wetting angles. We demonstrated that inoculants facilitate
heterogeneous nucleation at moderate melt undercooling as opposed to
the one required for homogeneous nucleation. Specifically, the first nu-
cleus appeared at an undercooling of 316 K in the case of homogeneous
nucleation. In contrast, copper grains start to form around W-NPs at
undercoolings of 120 K for the 3 nm W-NP and 106 K for the 16 nm
W-NP. The progress of nucleation in its early stages was also monitored:
a thin layer of metastable bcc-Cu was formed around the nanoparticle
efore the appearance of spherical caps whose wetting angle was found
o be close to 60◦. The quantity of caps increases with the size of the

-NPs.
Our work highlights the importance of wetting of inoculant nanopar-

icles/strengthening agents by solid metal. Lower wetting angles would
ead to increased engulfment by the solidification front, while also
ncreasing nucleation rates and lowering critical undercooling. Because
f the microscopic wetting effects and formation of metastable phases
n the surface of inoculant nanoparticles, molecular dynamics simula-
ions are essential for the screening and selection of the best inoculant
aterial for each given metal of interest. Our work is setting the basis

or such screening, which would become feasible in the near future due
o the emergence of universal machine learning force fields bringing ab

initio accuracy to larger scales.
In the context of the additive manufacturing of W-NP-reinforced

copper matrix composites, further research work should focus on the
concentration-dependent dispersion of nanoparticles within the melt
pool, in particular, at the supercooling zone. The tendency to clustering
and agglomeration of W-NPs within molten copper should be carefully
evaluated in relation to their size and shape. Although not all of these
aspects can be addressed with atomistic simulations, the atomistic de-
tails of high-temperature wetting and solidification should be carefully
measured to inform microscale and mesoscale multiphysics models of
the additive manufacturing process.
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